Munis Integration
With TCP, Customization Is Key
TCP (TimeClock Plus) developed the Payroll Export Modules for Munis customers due to the time-consuming
process of calculating employee information, entering that information into payroll, and the risk of manual error.
We take the next step in the payroll automation process by allowing management to easily export employee
hours directly to Munis through user-friendly payroll reports.

Munis for Your Organization
• Accurately populate the Gross Data template to
import all wages earned into payroll.
• Accurately populate the Leave/Substitute Pay
template to import all leave and substitute pay
into payroll.
• Accurately assign federal program funds to pay
professional leave substitutes.
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Munis Integration

Integration Capabilities
Preventing errors during your payroll process saves you valuable time and money. That is why we created a
specialized Payroll Interface Modules (PMI) group that dedicates the development, testing, deployment and
support of interfaces between TCP and payroll software like Munis. Create unique configurations including:

• Jobs: Accurately charge fund sources
• Roles: Fit every class of employee through a variety of methods
• Dashboards: Display attendance and overtime, among other settings
• Reports: Manager receive automatic updates on ﬁgures that affect day-to-day operations

Accuracy Is Everything
In payroll, accuracy is everything. Anything less can result
in problems with upset employees, damaged credibility
with HR, and even wage-and-labor noncompliance
penalties. Accurate time and attendance demands
technology that ensures compliance and captures every
process, rule and exception. You need flexibility and
personalization to account for your unique needs and
you deserve a partner with not only the expertise but
also a shared desire to make your entire payroll system
work flawlessly—for you and your people.

“TCP has allowed our
company to track hours
worked more effectively
and simplify our processes
more than we would have
been able to without it.”
Knowledge Specialist, Education Industry*

*Gartner, Inc. (n.d.). TCP (TimeClock Plus Software Reviews: Gartner Peer Insights.

Want to know more about our integrations? Let’s talk.
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